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Learning Engineering by Applying DIY 

Criteria:  
These things need to be covered in each report. These topics will be covered in this 
order in order to get as much information across as possible, as densely as possible. 
 

○ Overview- a basic outline of what the project is about 
○ Purpose- general reason for the project 
○ Audience- who specifically is the project aimed toward 

○ Basic Plan- general idea of how the project will run. 
○ Teachable Aspects- a broad idea of parts of the project that could be investigated 

○ Time- approximately how time intensive is the project 
○ Difficulty- includes how hard it would be for an average Joe to do. 

○ Value- includes a score based on the equation                     where 

fun is on a scale of 1-10 

○ Scalability- can the project be made on a larger or smaller scale? 

○ Engagement- how involved are the kids during the project.  
 
Below are the guidelines for building a plan for the project itself. This section will be 
divided in two. This is to accommodate both the student and teacher. Each has its own 
set of criteria with some overlap. 
 

Student Plan 

○ Overview of the project and list of goals 

○ Tool and supply list. Make sure all necessary supplies 
are present 

○ Basic broad steps of the project 
○ Detailed list of steps with diagrams if necessary 

○ Questions for the student to answer. This shouldn't be 
test oriented but rather more oriented toward how they 
felt about the project 

 

Teacher Plan 

○ Overview of project with goals 

○ List of materials needed 

○ Any prep that needs to go into the materials 

○ List of teachable aspect or talking points. keep brief 
○ List of FAQs 

○ Detailed list of steps with notes on each step, common 
problems, and troubleshooting 

○ Allow time for questions review. Have teacher ask what 
was fun, what could be improved 

○ Conclude with reinforcing main points 


